
THE EFFECTS OF HYPOGLYCEMIA ESSAY

Hypoglycemia refers to low levels of sugar, or glucose, in the blood. Signs of low blood sugar include hunger, trembling,
heart racing, nausea, and sweating. Hypoglycemia can occur with several conditions, but it most commonly happens as
a reaction to medications, such as insulin.

Diabetes Mellitus is classified into categories, with Type 1, Type 2, and Gestational being the most well
known. Of interest, the mortality risk was higher in patients receiving insulin-based regimens versus those
given combinations of oral agents HR 1. Fat supplementation and some special diets have limited ability to
increase fat oxidation. Boys outnumber girls three or more to one. The hazard ratio of all-cause mortality was
1. This suggests that hypoglycemia may have contributed to a heightened risk of mortality in patients with
diabetes especially those on insulin therapy although data on the effect of hypoglycemia on mortality was
limited [ 35 ]. By controlling these factors, you can better control when your blood sugar rises and even how
high it rises Many people experience one of more of these symptoms everyday, but frequent reoccurrence are
usually signs that a person may have hypoglycemia and should be checked by a physician. Your blood sugar is
at its highest an hour or two after you eat, and then it starts to fall. When injecting insulin manually, there are
strict guidelines to the time that a patient needs to eat a meal, and how many carbohydrate grams are allowed.
Also, if a person is prone to attacks, they should always carry glucose tablets, sugar cubes or candy with them.
These demands include blood glucose monitoring and insulin injections at least four times a day, balancing
medication, food and physical activity, planning meals and outings as well as recognizing signs for high and
low blood glucose It will be available only if control has been good. Diabetes occurs when the body cannot
use glucose for fuel because whether the pancreas is not able to make enough insulin or the insulin is not
effective. The disease becomes a real problem of public health in the developing countries, where its
prevalence is increasing steadily This means that there must be glycogen in the liver. The majority of health
problems related to fasting occur from inappropriate diet or as a result of overeating and inadequate sleep. It
was found that anemia and splenomegaly are significantly associated with malaria among asymptomatic
schoolchildren in Hajr valley, Hadramout Bin Mohanna et al. Many of insulin treated patients adjust their
insulin doses based on their calculation of meal carbohydrates and meter readings. Insulin autoimmune
syndrome Another possible cause of hypoglycemia is insulin autoimmune syndrome, a rare disease that
happens when the body's immune system attacks insulin, mistaking it for an unwanted substance.


